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California Supreme Court
State Supreme Court nominee described as
understated, thoughtful
Described by colleagues as serious and
understated, state Supreme Court nominee
Leondra R. Kruger's advocacy before the U.S.
Supreme Court matched her off-court
temperament.

Entertainment & Sports
Mattel could use time defense in epic Bratz
litigation
A probable third jury trial between Mattel and
MGA about Bratz dolls and trade espionage could
hinge on whether MGA's window to sue has run
out.

Judges and Judiciary
Kruger lacks the necessary experience
As a retired judge who spent 30 years in the
California judiciary, I oppose the appointment of
Leondra Kruger to the California Supreme Court.
By Rick Sims

Litigation
7th Circuit ruling in antitrust case could set
up Supreme Court showdown
Splitting with the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals, an appellate panel has struck a blow to
Motorola Mobility LLC and other antitrust
plaintiffs that claim damages from foreign
subsidiaries that bought price-fixed products
overseas.

Intellectual Property
Design is key in Apple-Samsung appeal
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit
will consider the appropriate standard for
determining damages for design patent
infringement in the latest oral argument between
Apple Inc. and Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd.

Communications
FTC: 'Unlimited' means unlimited
Once a customer reaches a certain level of data
usage, AT&T has been throttling data speeds for
smartphones, according to a complaint the FTC
filed last month in federal district court in
California. By Anita Taff-Rice

Intellectual Property
Secret surveillance technology poses
privacy concerns
Local police increasingly use high-tech surveillance
but without clear policies or public debate about
what they're doing, why, and whether there are
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Mattel could use time defense in epic
Bratz litigation
By Matthew Blake

LOS ANGELES - Lawyers have nearly run out of superlatives to describe the ever-
unfolding litigation between rival toymakers Mattel Inc. and MGA Entertainment Inc.
that has persevered amid mammoth shifts in the fashion doll economy and cost
hundreds of millions of dollars in attorney fees. But it looks like the two are on a path to
war again over MGA's Bratz dolls.

Los Angeles County Superior Court Judge Amy D. Hogue's tentative ruling this
month rejecting Mattel's motion to dismiss a $1 billion trade secret lawsuit filed by
MGA means there will probably be a third jury trial.

MGA's current lawsuit resuscitates claims that for 17 years Mattel employees used
phony identities to steal MGA information at trade shows and used that doll
intelligence to expedite the demise of Bratz, the erstwhile sassy MGA dolls with pouty
mouths and almond-shaped eyes that took business away from Mattel's venerable
Barbie dolls.

Mary C.G. Kaufman, an associate at Early Sullivan Wright Gizer & McRae LLP, said
that Van Nuys-based MGA and El Segundo-based Mattel are "trailblazing" in pressing
on with courtroom fights, noting, "The litigation has surpassed the market for Bratz
dolls."

Kaufman and other lawyers interviewed said round three could hinge on whether
MGA's time window to make trade theft claims has expired.

The legal battle began in Mattel Inc. v. Bryant et al., CV04-3431 (C.D. Cal., filed May
14, 2004), when Mattel alleged their employees gave MGA the idea for Bratz.

A federal jury agreed, but on appeal, the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in 2010
reversed the decision, sending the case back to the Central District. MGA lawyer
Jennifer L. Keller of Keller Rackauckas LLP then unveiled a bombshell counterclaim:
Mattel spied on MGA between 1992 and 2009.

A new jury sided with MGA and the company won $172 million in damages and $137
million in attorney fees. Then, in 2012 the Circuit took away MGA's damages while
keeping their collection of attorney costs, finding MGA lacked procedural grounds to
file the counterclaim, and, again, sent the case back to the Central District.

After Judge David O. Carter dismissed MGA's claims with prejudice in December
2013 and termed the dispute "a decadelong litigation odyssey," MGA filed suit against
Mattel in state court, MGA Entertainment v. Mattel Inc., BC532708 (L.A. Super. Ct.,
filed Jan. 13, 2014).

The current lawsuit attempts to catalogue the prior lawsuits, noting, for example,
that past litigation has taken up 10,000 separate docket entries and 11.5 million pages
of discovery.

With memories of discoveries past, Keller said Hogue should speedily proceed to a
jury trial sometime in 2015.

Keller noted that the prior trade secret lawsuit was "overturned on a technicality" and
that with a less conservative Los Angeles jury pool, MGA could get even more than the
original $172 million damages initially rewarded.

Roger N. Behle Jr., a partner at Foley Bezek Behle & Curtis LLP, agreed MGA could
win big in a jury trial based on the trade secret allegations' merits.
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privacy safeguards in place. By Peter Bibring
and Linda Lye

Constitutional Law
Contextualizing Edward Snowden in
history
With the recent release of the documentary
"Citizenfour," we must ask, is Edward Snowden the
valiant whistleblower or the contemptible leaker of
state secrets? By Stephen G. Mason

Environmental
CEQA exemptions on trial at high court
The California Supreme Court is finally poised to
hear and decide a landmark California
Environmental Quality Act, or CEQA, case that has
been pending for over two and a half years on its
docket. By Arthur F. Coon

Intellectual Property
9th to review Google's 'innocence'
This coming Dec. 15, the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals will engage in a rare en banc rehearing of
a case that, culturally speaking, has everything:
movies, politics, terrorism, fatwas and the
Internet. By Mark S. Lee

Banking
Restrictions hinder socially useful practices
by banks
California places substantive and procedural
restrictions on lenders' right to deficiency
judgments upon the foreclosure of real property,
hindering socially useful practices by banks. By
John Claassen

Judicial Profile
James K. Voysey
Superior Court Judge Santa Barbara County
(Lompoc)

Government
State Bar-backed immigration bill may get
tweaks
Lawmakers are hurrying to amend last year's AB
1159 law to respond to the president's recent
executive actions. But questions remain over
whether the bar's response will be affected by the
ouster of Executive Director Joseph L. Dunn.

But Behle also said that, unlike in the prior federal trial, Mattel attorney John B.
Quinn of Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan LLP will likely focus on a "time-based
defense" that the clock has expired on trade theft claims - and try to find evidence that
MGA suspected espionage long before its 2010 allegations.

Quinn, who could not be reached for comment, has already sought to dismiss the
case by arguing MGA is using similar facts to claims in prior lawsuits that were
dismissed. In a Nov. 13 ruling still under seal, Hogue rejected for now those arguments.

Under California's Uniform Trade Secret Act, MGA had three years upon learning of
Mattel spying to file a claim. According to Kaufman, an entertainment and business
litigator, Mattel could either argue that the clock kept running since 2010, when the
company was first sued for the trade theft, or - more likely - allege that MGA suspected
espionage long before 2010.

Kaufman said the new trial would have a significant discovery phase of what MGA
knew when. "This is the place where they are going to take additional discovery,"
Kaufman said.

Jedediah Wakefield, a partner at Fenwick & West LLP, said he is not sure if Mattel
has strong statute of limitations or other time defense claims, but did note that a case
alleging years of continuing trade theft is highly unusual.

"I'm not aware of another case where an ongoing pattern has been alleged," said
Wakefield, who focuses on trademark litigation. "Usually the plaintiff figures out what
has been going on and brings an action earlier."

Keller stressed that for years Mattel effectively concealed its espionage to the point
MGA executives thought they had a mole.

In fact, one of the plaintiff's arguments is that Mattel not only spied on MGA, but was
really good at it. Keller said that the espionage combined with a briefly upheld 2008
injunction on sale of the Bratz dolls, effectively drove Bratz off the shelves. Ten years
ago, Bratz had almost 50 percent market share of the fashion doll industry.

Because of Bratz's downfall, Wakefield said, "MGA sees potentially significant
upside" in filing another suit and hoping for a big day and bad publicity for Mattel.

Wakefield is not holding his breath that the matter will wrap up in state court.

"I expect to see an appeal by somebody."

matthew_blake@dailyjournal.com
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